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Problem 1: (6 points)
a)

The following ipher texts are english words en oded by a Caesar ipher. Find them!
b jkun
b) htzwxj
) iylepa
d) jfkfpqbo
Problem 2: (6 points)

a)

b)
)

d)

For an arbitrary monoaphabeti substition, the 26 letters of the alphabet are permuted.
Compute the entropy of the key under the assumption that all permutations are hosen
with the same likelyhood!
How an a ryptanalyst nd out that a ipher text was en oded using su h a monoalphabeti substitution?
A permutation ipher writes the plain text as a sequen e of blo ks of a given length r
and applies a permutation from Sr , the full permutation group on the r positions. If r is
hosen as an integer from 10 to 30, what's the entropy of the key?
How an a ryptanalyst nd our that a permutation ipher was used?
Problem 3: (3 points)

In the rst half of the twentieth entury, so alled rotor ma hines were popular in ryptography. A rotor was a ylinder with 26 onta ts on ea h of its two disks; the internal wiring
gave a permutation from S26 . On top of the barrel, there was a ring with the 26 letters
of the alphabet; this ring was movable, so that the user ould freely de ide, whi h onta t
orresponded to the letter A. For the german Enigma, ve rotors existed, of whi h three
were put into the ma hine. For en ryption, a letter was given into the rst rotor, whose
output went into the se ond rotor and from there to the third. The output of the third
rotor was subje ted to a xed permutation and then went ba k through rotors three, two
and one, giving a letter of the ipher text. After ea h letter, the rst rotor, and sometimes
also the se ond or third, moved by one position, so that the ipher text also depended on
the initial positions of the rotors. Compute the key entropy of this ma hine!
Problem 4: (5 points)

a)
b)

A given sour e produ es sequen es of zeroes and ones, but the probability for a one is
only 1/200.
Compute the entropy of this sour e!
The sequen es produ ed by this sour e are divided into blo ks of length one hundred. For
ea h sequen e ontaining at most three ones, a ode word is hosen, and there is also one
singe word for all sequen es ontaining more than three ones. All ode words have the same
length, Determine the smallest possible length of these ode words and the probability of
the word for sequen es with more than three ones!
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